Officers:

Polar Bear
Fun Fly and
Potluck is
Jan. 1.
Pay your dues
and get the
new gate
combo.

President: Jim Anderson
V-P Don Paddock
Secretary: John Patton
Treasurer: Larry Fitch

Staff:
Field: Bob Anderson
Website: Jim Anderson
Safety: Scott Page
Newsletter: Camille Page

Instructors:

Tri-City

Radio

Control

Modelers

Lyle Laughery (Chief Instr.)
Jim Anderson
Bill Bowen
Scott Page (electric only)
Larry Salsberry
Rob Skiba (turbine waiver)
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EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY– AMA and MAAC
Effective immediately: In order to fly
model aircraft in Canada as a US resident, you must have a MAAC (Model
Aeronautics Association of Canada)
membership.
The former agreement between the
Model Aeronautics Association of Canada (MAAC) and Academy of Model Aeronautics (AMA) is no longer in effect because of recent changes in the Canadian
Aviation Regulations (Canada’s counterpart to the FAA) Part IX and its exemption granted to MAAC and its members.

Dues may also
be paid online.
Click here.

Effective January 1, 2022, Canadian residents must join AMA to fly at AMA fields
or events in the U.S. Affiliate AMA membership for non-US permanent residents is $36
(USD) per year and includes insurance and
competitive privileges. Non-US citizens are
required to follow the
same model aircraft regulations that US
citizens are required to follow, including
registering at FAA’s Drone Zone and
taking The Recreational UAS Safety Test
at www.modelaircraft.org/trust.

The temps may
be chilly, but we
have warm
friendships.
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Message From the President
by Jim Anderson

January 1 2022
Happy New Year. As the newly elected
president of the TCRCM, I would like
to thank all of the executive board
members that have provided services to
our club in the past. These dedicated
members have proven to be the rock of
our club. Thanks to all of you who
have provided your time, knowledge and support to the club and
our mission. Our current club status and strength is a reflection of
your hard work. Thank you all.

the past years, so these new additions will be able to support this
growth and member use of the field.
The club Board of Directors are:
President - Jim Anderson
Vice President - Don Paddock
Secretary - John Patton
Treasurer - Larry Fitch
Safety Officer - Scott Page
Newsletter Editor - Camille Page
Field Maintenance - Bob Anderson
Flight Instruction Lead- Lyle Laughery

Our mission will be to continue the high level of support provided
by our predecessors in our positions as we honor the club and the
membership. Please reach out to us if you have suggestions, comAs the new year unfolds, the club has many events scheduled for ments or questhis year. To mention a few; The Polar Bear Fly, Pattern Contest, tions. We look
IMAC Contest, Spring Opener Fun Fly (When Pigs Fly), Arc In- forward to a
dustries Fun Day, Take Off and Grow, and more. Watch for angreat flying seanouncements throughout the year and check the club web site for son, meeting
more updates on these events. Most if not all of them require field new and old
preparations and volunteers to support the events. Please plan to members and the
give some of your time to support these events and your club.
camaraderie that
Each of these events supports the club with either financial input, surrounds our
member appreciation, community support or a general awareness club.
to our club and community involvement.
Cheers for now,
We are planning on some improvements to the flying site this year.
Bob and the maintenance staff will be working hard to get the
Jim (Torch)
grass back to a healthy growing status and will need support. We Anderson
purchased a new lawnmower last year, please check with Bob to
see when he will be holding training sessions on care and use of
the equipment. In addition we will be adding a charging station to
the side of the spectator pavilion and a few new starting and assembly tables. The club membership has grown significantly in
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POLAR BEAR FUN FLY

Annual Holiday Dinner

Come Enjoy the Day
Come on out for a great day of flying. Last year approximately 25 members came out to support the day. You can
pay dues and get the 2022 combinations to the gate locks.
Last year’s weather had the runway covered in snow
which presented a challenge of getting some of the craft
into the air. Skids, skis, floats and big wheels were the answer to getting the aircraft down the runway with enough
speed to take off.
The event kicks off the new year, with fun and food. Bring a
dish of something to share. Hot, cold, salty, sweet etc.
Have a safe and happy holiday season. See you at the
field.
What: Polar Bear Fun Fly
When: January 1, 2022 11AM—1PM
Where: TCRCM Flying Field

1524 Jadwin Ave, Richland Wa

TCRCM Annual Meeting
January 22, 5pm
AKA Wife Appreciation Dinner
Come on out for an evening of fun, laughs, and good food.
Hope to see you there, cocktails at 5pm. Who do you think
will be the lucky recipient of the Clyde Crash Cup Award?
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Safety Third and Hubris

model aircraft flying in
our area and to cooperby R. Scott Page
ate with the projects of
the Academy of Model
One of my favorite TV personalities is Mike Rowe from Dirty
Aeronautics (AMA).” If
Jobs, Deadliest Catch, and a plethora of other television prowe held “Safety First”
grams beginning, of course, with his graveyard shifts at the
we would not allow
QVC shopping channel.
aircraft to fly overhead armed with Lipo
I recently listened to one of Mike’s podcasts on the topic of
batteries or flammable fuel. For that matter – we’d not
“Safety Third.” In Mike’s own words: “Safety is never really
first. No company, no nation, and no individual exist for the even travel at high speeds in our automobiles to get to the
primary purpose of being safe. Sensible people understand flying field – or maybe even get out of bed in the morning.
that risk is a part of life, and that no amount of compliance My primary reason to be at the flying field is not to enFORCE rules. If that were the case I’d not be called a safewill ever eliminate the inherent dangers that come from
being alive. That’s not to say we should behave carelessly ty officer – but a safety asshole – and ya, I’ve heard that
term applied to club safety officers in the past.
or live recklessly. We should always be prudent. But prudence and compliance are not the same thing, and we
Every member is equally responsible for safety, first and
should look with deep suspicion upon self-proclaimed ex- foremost their own. As Safety Officer my responsibility is
perts and professionals who tell us that to educate and re-educate members regarding the minisafety is first, or worse, that your safe- mum expectations for safe operations to help protect the
ty is their responsibility.” Mike’s words club from litigation or legislation that could jeopardize its
on this topic resonated with me – espeexistence. Don’t operate your models while standing closcially in my role as the TCRCM Safety Of- er to the runway than the “pilot stations.” Don’t have more
ficer. Your safety is not my responsibil- than 5 aircraft in the air at any given time” -- Two of the
ity, It’s yours.
club minimum expectations (rules) we have- Are you alIf safety is not the club’s prime directive, lowed to stand even further back than the pilot stations or
what is? The prime directive, or club objective is spelled out in choose not to fly with even one other aircraft in the air?
section II of the club bylaws, specifically: “promote the sport of Certainly – but those are choices you make for you. Folks
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who disagree with the rules or find them inconvenient still
adhere to the rules unless they have a psychological problem such as narcissism, oppositional defiance disorder, or
dementia. We also have rules from outside of the club to
adhere to, such as printing your legible AMA number and
FAA number on the outside of your model. Folks who disagree with these rules or find them inconvenient still follow
these rules as well unless they have a psychological problem such as narcissism, oppositional defiance disorder, or
dementia. It doesn’t matter if rules or expectations are
likely to be enforced or not, when we choose to join an organization such as TCRCM we agree to be members in good
standing – and being a member in good standing includes
following the minimum expectations set forth for aircraft
operations whether these expectations are handed down
from the club board of directors, the AMA, or federal, state,
or local government. If we find any of these rules stupid or
inconvenient, we may work to change them. Defying them
is tantamount to
bringing a knife to a
gun fight, everyone
loses in the long run.
As it’s the beginning
of a new year – it’s a
good time to refamiliarize yourself with
the CURRENT rules,
expectations, and
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mandates for aircraft operations.

The three primary sources of expectations are club, AMA,
and Federal.
You can find the club rules for operations Here: https://
tcrcm.files.wordpress.com/2018/12/
SafetySecurityProgramGuidelinesMar2018.pdf
You can find the AMA guidelines for operations HERE: https://
www.modelaircraft.org/sites/default/files/105.pdf
The AMA complete Safety Handbook is found HERE: https://
www.modelaircraft.org/sites/default/files/
documents/100.pdf
Finally, the Federal rules for operation of model aircraft
(referred to as drones by the federal government) are found
https://www.faa.gov/uas/recreational_fliers/
Happy New Year
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TCRCM BoD Meeting Notes

e. ARC – available if ARC wants to
f. Others - as suggested or scheduled.
6. Projects
December 3, 2021 submitted by John Patton
a. Maintenance shed.
i. Need to determine availability of large containers
In attendance: Jim Anderson, Don Paddock, Larry Fitch, John Patton,
ii. Need to OK with City of Richland
Scott Page, Camille Page, Bill Bowen, Bob Anderson
b. Charging stations- Appears can be constructed for about $150
1. Safety
on west side of shelter.
a. Good year; no major mishaps.
c. Portable flight stations/assembly tables
b. Scott mentioned FAA rules for aircraft registration on hold due
i. Jim has plans and seem to be able to be built for about
to court case.
$150 each.
2. Financial report: Larry
ii. Start with four or five.
3. Polar Bear
iii. They will be portable so can be kept out of the way for
a. January 1
mowing.
b. OK to share food.
iv. Encourage members not to use shelter
4. Annual meeting in January
for plane assembly.
a. Venue: Isla Bonita on Jadwin in Richland,
7. Funding sources
b. January 22.
a. AMA
c. Jeremy from Hobby Town will be invited and asked to provide
i. Flying site improvement grants
door prizes; will also ask Rob Skiba for Horizon door prizes.
1. Up to $3000.
d. Program: No specific program
2. As above projects are formally estimated Jim or
i. Introduce officers
Don will submit
ii. Update on any AMA or FAA rules
ii. Disaster relief grant.
iii. Info on planned projects outlined below.
1. Up to $500
e. Jim Anderson to award Clyde Crashcup.
2. Jim, Don and Bob will work up estimate for grass
i. He determines criteria and makes award.
seed and submit
5. Calendar
iii. Learn to Fly
a. IMAAC – April 9 and 10
1. As plans are firmed up Jim or Don will submit to
b. Opening fun fly (When Pigs Fly?) April 16
District.
c. Pattern – late May. Bill will provide
b. City of Richland
date when determined.
i. Funds available after January 1
d. First Learn to Fly day – late May
ii. Details will be provided after then
early June. Coordinate with
Jeremy and Rob S.
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Gate Protocol Refresher
Gate protocol has been a club issue for over twenty years. Here
is a refresher course for us all.
If the gate closest to the highway is open, you are probably good
to go. When the race track/paintball is open or work is being done
on the track,
both gates are
usually open
(Thursday
through Sunday). When the
race track is
closed, the highway gates should also be closed. You may pass
through, but please close them after entering or exiting.
The next two sets of gates to the
field are closed with two padlocks
linked through each other. The black
four number lock uses the passcode
given upon dues being paid. After
unlocking and
opening gate
please put the
lock bale back in the housing and turn the
number wheels off of the combination to secure the lock preventing theft. The combination lock is from the City of Richland in case
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they need emergency entry.
Swing at least one of the gates
open far enough that it latches.
Having both gates open is very
welcoming.
The gates to the field itself
are wide enough for emergency vehicles to drive through.
Please do not block them! NO PARKING means NO PARKING.
These gates are also locked with the same combination and can
be swung wide open. On occasion there are enough vehicles in
the lot to warrant opening another set of gates further to the west.
As a courtesy, the pilots parking
near them will lock it back up.
As the last pilots are leaving the
field, the procedures are reversed.
Be sure the chain and locks secure
both sides of each egress. Turn the
numbers a few times to secure it. As you approach the final set of
gates nearest the highway, you can double check the status of the
race track/paintball by their gates. If the track is closed, their entry gates will be
closed. We then
see that the gates
closest to Hwy 240
are closed.
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How Do You Store Your Planes?

RC Groups Thread

Motion RC Customer Community FB group

https://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?2982488-How-Do
-You-Store-Your-Planes

https://flyingtigerrc.com/shop/ols/products/4-plane-storage-system?

RC Universe Thread
https://www.rcuniverse.com/forum/electric-general-discussion106/5055054-home-built-pvc-plane-hanger.html
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Safety is the Name of the Game
by Jim Wallen, AMA Insider Club Editor, July 2011
Every AMA club has a safety officer. It is a requirement if the club
is to be AMA sanctioned. All too often we quickly identify a safety
officer and then go on our merry way, paying little attention to significant safety issues. Let’s identify a few of them and see if they
might make sense for your club.
• AMA issues a safety code to all AMA sanctioned clubs every
year and it should be posted at your flying site. This listing of safety requirements has been a valuable asset over the years
that has contributed to minimizing accidents and injuries.
Take the time to read it to refresh your memory.
• Have your safety officer give a brief presentation at one
of your club meetings. Perhaps having a guest speaker
come to the meeting and give a talk about procedures to
follow for such things as lacerations, heart attack, or some
other potential problems that could arise.

• Pilot error is always a major concern. Maybe conducting classes
for pilots to fine-tune their skills would help out. Many clubs provide training for the new fliers but pay little attention to pilots who
have successfully soloed. There is always room for improvement.
• Courtesy and common sense often fix a potential safety issue before it becomes a problem.
• Our hobby often puts us in potentially hazardous environments. We need to think of safety issues that are not
directly related to flying. Do you have an area at your flying site that is a great hangout for snakes? Stay away if at
all possible.

Extreme sunlight can be damaging to your eyes. Take a
look at getting some proper eye protection. Some tints of
color actually let you see your aircraft more clearly. Polarized lenses are a great form of protection. Our hobby is notorious
• Keep the address or location of your flying site prominently post- for putting us in jeopardy from sunlight. Always slather on suned in case of an emergency that requires medical assistance. Minds screen before going to the field. It is a good idea to reapply during
can get fuzzy when you are in the middle of an emergency! If you the day. Skin cancer is a terrible thing!
have to make that 911 call, you need to know where you are.
Take the time to think about safety. Safety doesn’t happen all by
• We have a lot of hard-earned cash invested in our aircraft. They itself. It takes your thoughts and actions to make it happen. Modeldon’t stay is good shape forever. Take the time to periodically
ing and flying is one of the best sources of fun and enjoyment that
check them out for wear and tear. This is especially true for batter- I can think of. Creating safe environment will help keep it that
ies. Electrical failure is the source of numerous unexplained crash- way.
es.
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Email Etiquette Rules
Communicating through emails is very common these days. Personal or telephonic
communication has taken a back seat due to use of emails for the smallest communication or for circulating any crucial information. But while doing this, do you keep in
mind the email etiquette rules? So, here are a few email etiquette rules you should
follow while handling email communications.
Rules of Email Etiquette
Subject: The subject must be meaningful and relevant to the body text. The subject
should easily tell the receiver what the email is about. Also, don't use URGENT/
IMPORTANT in the subject line or even in the body text. Use it only if it's really very
urgent or important.
Be Precise: Before you start writing the mail, consider the reason for sending it. Jot
down the points to be covered in the mail. Now, be concise and to the point while you
write the mail and at the same time, make sure you don't miss any point.
Avoid Long Sentences: A sentence should be not more than 20 words. This will ensure better, easy and quick understanding of what you want to communicate.
Language: . Use the spell check option, if available, and proofread it manually as
well.
All Caps: Never write the email text in CAPITALS. Doing so means that you are
SHOUTING. This can lead to annoyance and unwanted responses or a flame mail
too.
Abbreviations and Emoticons: Use only globally recognized abbreviations. Use of
casual abbreviations like LOL (laugh out loud) or BTW (by the way) is not appropriate
in business emails. Similarly, avoid emoticons like the smiley :-).
Formatting: While formatting the emails, be very careful. Remember, you want to
have a simple looking email not an attractive one. If you use the color or highlight options, make sure that the text is easily visible.
Layout: The layout and structure of the email is very important, especially when you
have written a long mail. Make proper paragraphs according to the things to be discussed or communicated. Keep the paragraphs short and keep a blank line between
each paragraph.
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Attachments: Take utmost care that any unnecessary file or image has not been
attached by you. Also, if you need to attach one, make sure it is the right one and you
are not attaching something else in a hurry. Confirm whether the file and image format can be viewed at the receiver's end. Try to compress attachments and do not
send large attachments; that may lead to a problem at the receiver's system.
Signature: Email signatures can be funny or interesting quotations, your name with
your designation, company name, address, contact details, etc., but they must be brief
and not more than five lines.
Don't Leave Out the Message Thread: The original email has to be included in your
reply email. So, it is better to click 'Reply' option instead of 'New / Compose Mail' option. It is easier for the recipient to go through the reply and original mail at the same
time. A 'threadless email' does not provide enough information and the recipient may
have to spend a long time finding related email in the mail box.
Reply to All: Use 'Reply to All' option only when you want all the original email recipients to see your reply.
The Cc Field: Use the 'cc' field only if the recipients in the 'cc' field know the reason
why they are receiving a copy of your message, or if you want them to be aware of the
conversation or information sent.
The Bcc Field: Do not place all the email addresses in the 'To' field while sending an
email to a mailing list. This has two reasons. Firstly, each recipient will know that you
have sent the same message to a large number of people and secondly, you are making available one's email address to the other without their permission. So, better
place all the addresses in the 'bcc' field. However, the recipient will only see the address in 'From' field and 'To' field in their email. Don't use the 'bcc' field when not required.
Read Before You Hit 'Send': Though you are confident about your language and feel
you have followed all the email etiquette rules, minute mistakes can still remain in
your email. So, read the email once again before you hit the 'send' button. Check
whether you have attached the files required and also mentioned about them.
Following the email etiquette rules will help you to send an effective message. It ensures that no misunderstandings and mistakes are created that may result into inappropriate comments for you. A simple mistake might lead to a big problem in email
communication. So, always check and recheck, be sure and only then hit the 'send'
button.
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Aspect ratio
Dihedral
Wing area
Wing loading
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Finding the mean aerodynamic chord
Speed and propeller efficiency… and more
http://www.airfieldmodels.com/information_source/
math_and_science_of_model_aircraft/formulas/index.htm
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This month’s battery winner is Rodney
Marks. Congratulations on being a twotime winner!
For your
chance to win
next month,
click here and
answer two questions. (One of the questions is your name.)

December’s Question: What's the most essential tool in
your workshop?
Answers:
 ¼” ratcheting screwdriver next to the bottle of whiskey
 3D printer
 Air compressor
 Airplane stands
 Bandsaw
 Belt sander and clamps.
 Common sense
 Dremel
 Dremel
 Dremel jigsaw and sander combo
 Full beer fridge
 Glue gun
 Hobby knife
 iPhone
 My brain
 Soldering iron
 Soldering iron
 Table vise

 Workbench
 Wrench
 X-acto knife
 X-acto Knife

For Sale
MotionRC Avanti 80 mm EDF Includes 3-D
Printed: tail feathers, wing fences. Painted
canopy. $375 BNF (Spektrum), $325 ARF
E-Flite V1200 New in Box $325 BNF
(Spektrum)
FOX 3 Meter Electric Glider PNP version, Fits
into original box for transport – very convenient! $400 PNP
Rob Skiba, rski23@me.com Pasco, WA
509-987-7306
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